legal documents, and even though most of us click through without reading them, we want to be aware of the potential
implications for our research.
2. Do you have any concerns with minors participating in online research geared for an adult population?

Simon Rosser (SR): Yes and no.
Yes—because each study must be viewed on its own merits, the possibility of harm considered, identified, and where possible
reduced and risks versus benefits analyzed. Researchers have to work within the law; in addition those of us who are mandated
reporters are compelled—if we have the relevant information—to intervene. And where there is risk of serious harm (e.g., a
study where the methods could expose a minor to inappropriate relationships with adults) then the onus is on the researcher
(and IRB) to address the risk.
No—because in this webinar we were focused on minimal risk research which, by definition, is unlikely to harm children. It's
rather difficult, if not impossible, in online research to expose anyone to serious harm (over and above that which is already
found online) since anyone can click out of the study if they wish. A very important caveat, mentioned during the presentation, is
that we are not talking about research involving deception or emotional manipulation.
Much of research geared for an adult population is low risk (e.g., participating in an online study on engine maintenance,
advanced calculus, or appreciating Beethoven) where there simply isn't harm. Some potentially harmful topics (e.g., studying
sexual abuse, suicide, and religious radicalization) may put a minor at no more risk than if they visit a website on the same topic.
As a parent and grandparent, I'd be more worried about my children being on an unregulated website promoting destructive or
harmful behavior than in any research study. And there are probably some methods (e.g., using social media groups) where
children interact with adults or adults have to access a child's information that introduce the possibility of harm. I also think we
confuse what is distasteful from what is harmful (which seems to me to be a higher standard). There are a lot of things I choose
not to watch or see online (e.g., graphic images in the news) but that doesn't mean I've been harmed. It means I leave the
website. A different way to think about this is as follows: Because the online environment is not regulated, the bar to
demonstrate that the research study has risk over and above that of just being online/everyday life seems, to me, to be a high
bar.
3. Investigators often wish to use Facebook to recruit participants. We are very concerned that participants liking a
page on Facebook then associates them with a study. What are your thoughts?
EB: If the project team creates a study page and potential subjects "like" the page, yes, their friends and followers will see that
"like." As an alternative, study teams can use nondescript language, referencing a study on depression as a "mood disorder," or
provide alternate forms of contact so that an individual can review the page but not "like”"it. For more sensitive topics, Facebook
pages might not be the best tool; Twitter and Mturk can be used with more confidentiality. But, ultimately, I agree with the
University of Minnesota's IRB on the limitations of privacy inherent in using social media.
4. If it's necessary to collect the IP address, do you inform respondents that you will collect the IP address?
SR: Initially we would disclose this using a statement like: "Your information is confidential. We don't secretly collect any
information (beyond IP address which is only used to validate the survey)." Typically now I don't even mentionit for three
reasons: (1) IP address is analogous to physical address. Many studies use physical addresses to locate a particular target
demographic and maintain these addresses as process data. (2) I think of IP address as inherently observable. Whenever a

person completes any task online, any provider or external agent gains access to this information. (3) Since businesses and
third parties use IP address all the time, requiring researchers to ask first holds us to a standard no one else is using.
5. Isn't using the IP address an inherently flawed mechanism for subject verification?
SR: Solely using IP address for verification is inherently flawed—and we don't recommend it. Instead, we talk about a
"deduplication and cross-validation protocol" tailored to the study where IP address is one element of a larger protocol. In The
Story of Subject Naught: A Cautionary but Optimistic Tale of Internet Survey Research, a paper by Konstan et al., where
we found one person completing the study 66 times, using IP address and time information helped identify all the computers
used as in a lab, and the timestamp showed the person finished the survey, which took researchers 25 minutes to complete, in
12 minutes. S/he would take three minutes off, then go through the survey on the next computer, etc. So, using IP address for
verification is not perfect, but without it, our research results would have been fatally flawed.
6. Can you comment on the anonymity of Amazon MTurk? Although the researcher does not ask for any identifiable
information and the online consent form may state the survey is anonymous, MTurk may collect IP address
information.
EB: MTurk is not anonymous: Amazon has clearly said that the Turk platform is not meant to support participant anonymity. We
are seeing this tension play out across social media research, where all kinds of identifiers are being tracked and maintained by
the host or company. But—often, these data are not available to the researcher, as you may recall from our definition:
"Private information must be individually identifiable (i.e., the identity of the subject is or may readily be
ascertained by the investigator or associated with the information) in order for obtaining the information to
constitute research involving human subjects."
This is an important consideration and we need to be careful with promising anonymity at this point in time. We are truly moving
away from the language of anonymity, toward confidentiality.
Also, the University of Texas put out good guidance for researchers wishing to use Turk.
7. How long should identifiers be maintained with data for verification? Should they be maintained as long as the data?
SR: Most studies I see maintain them sufficiently to conduct the verification, and then, I assume, they destroy or de-link the files.
Some may keep identifiers as long as the data especially if there is some expectation that they may need to audit or
independently repeat this step.
8. Could you provide links to or names of institutions that have come up with template protocols/consent forms for
internet survey research?
EB: Sure, we have a compiled a list here. If you have guidelines for internet research that we've missed, be sure and let us
know in the comments below Also, I like The University of Massachusetts-Amherst's online consent documents, here and here.
PRIM&R would like to thank Dr. Buchanan and Dr. Rosser for sharing their expertise on this important topic. Do you have an
idea for a webinar? Share it with us at webinars@primr.org.
If you were unable to attend this webinar and are interested in purchasing the archive, you may do so here.
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